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Problems of the talk of Al - Masoor bin Makrama  

In the sermon of Ali bin Abi Talib to the daughter of Abu Jahl and the answer to her   

Fahad Abdulaziz Alaskar*  
King Saud University 

(Received 14/10/2018; accepted for publication 12/11/2018.)   

Abstract: The research deals with the modern Al-Masoor bin Makrama in the sermon of Ali bin Abi Talib, to the daughter of Abi Jahl, 

in terms of graduation and study Asanideh, and to explain the meanings of strange words and explain them, and the purpose of the research 

to limit the problems and appeals Almnadip and Mtnip criticized by the old and recent, Study, discussion and answer, and the method of 
research inductive analytical critical; depends on the collection of these problems and appeals and analysis and criticism. One of the most 

important results of the research is that he concluded that this hadeeth is correct, and that all that is criticized is not valid in his health. The 

research also shows that al-Bukhari and Muslim are careful in their books to choose the correct evidence from the ills and to correct them. In 
particular the contemporary of them; the diversity and diversity, and the seriousness of their effects on the Sunnah of the Prophet, and then 

address them with criticism and criticism, and recommends the researcher to take care of the words of the conversations when graduating and 

study, especially when the difference of these words, and that it does not improve the researcher to imitate others or follow him in the 
attribution without verification ; For what he may have Its terms of the impact on the modern novel and familiar. 
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